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In September 2004, the World Economic Forum, the
Rockefeller Foundation and the International Finance
Corporation hosted a workshop for institutional and retail
investors, venture capitalists, banks, fund managers,
asset managers, institutional philanthropists, development
finance agencies and social entrepreneurs. The
workshop’s purpose was to discuss the emerging
blended value investing market, to identify opportunities
and barriers to market growth, and to determine steps to
expand and improve blended value investing.

Private investing for social goals, or blended value
investing, represents the inclusion of social and/or
environmental factors into investment decisions.

Executive Summary

Traditional
Philanthropy

Below Market
Financial Return
with High Social
Return

Full Market
Financial Return
with Some Social
Return

Traditional
Financial
Investment

Maximizes social
return. No financial
return

Social mission with
financial return
expectations.
Promotes specific
social and/or
environmental
agenda

Market rate financial
return with some
broad social return.
Reflects investor’s
moral and ethical
beliefs

Purely profit-driven

Donations and grants Below market capital,
or mix of donations
and market rate
capital

Market rate capital Market rate capital

Investment
Objective

Capital
Types

Investments that promote energy efficiency, provide credit
to rural farmers or test drugs that would mainly benefit
the poor exemplify blended value: investments seeking
both social and financial return. 

Financial returns in blended value investments may be at
risk-adjusted market rates or below market rates. These
types of investments inhabit a space between
philanthropy, where no financial return is expected, and
pure financial investments, where social considerations
are not a factor and financial profit is maximized. This
spectrum can be illustrated by the chart below.

Adapted from: “The Blended Value Map: Tracking the Intersects and Opportunities of Economic, Social and Environmental Value Creation” by Jed Emerson
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Executive Summary

Many organizations that create social value rely upon
donations and grants in order to fulfil their missions.
When appropriate and if properly structured, however,
private investment for social returns has the potential to
have an equal or greater social impact, and can do more
to establish the sustainability of an organization, than
pure grant-making. Unlike grants, capital invested for
financial return – even at below market rates – can be re-
used, multiplying its effectiveness. When investments are
structured with market rate returns (sometimes initially
requiring smart subsidies or risk sharing), they can attract
capital from a far larger pool and are more likely to be
replicated by other enterprises.

Microfinance is perhaps the best known global example
of private investing for social returns. The provision of
small loans and other banking services to under-served
poor communities has enabled millions of individuals
around the world to start businesses, buy homes and
open savings accounts. Many early stage microfinance
organizations operate as not-for-profits, relying on
donations and below market rate investments to finance
their services. Some have become financially sustainable.
This has attracted the interest of commercial bankers and
investment funds around the world, some of which have
begun investing in microfinance for profit.

Blended value investing is currently carried out by a
variety of institutions:

• Corporations often engage in blended value investing
with the intention of developing new products and
services, establishing new markets, testing new
business models, enhancing brand equity and/or
managing risk.

• Institutional philanthropies are attracted to blended
value investing because it has the potential to leverage
capital, expertise and infrastructure from the private
sector and it allows them to recycle capital while
creating self-sustaining social enterprises.

• Individual philanthropists share some of the same
motives as their institutional counterparts. They, too,
want to re-use capital and maximize social impact.

• Public entities such as development banks participate
in blended value investing to enhance public goods
and income-generating activities.

• Private banks and investment companies may pursue
blended value investments in order to fulfil their
missions, provide new products or services to clients,
or diversify their portfolios. 

Investments can take the form of debt or equity and can
be accompanied by active roles in running a company
(e.g. venture capital investments). There are a growing
number of blended value investment opportunities,
ranging from fixed-income instruments to venture capital,
that provide market rate and below market rates of
return. At the workshop, participants identified some of
the issues that should be addressed when investing for
social returns, including:

• The structure of blended value investments must
match the circumstances.

• Before making a blended value investment, it is
important to understand why traditional market forces
have not spurred investment. Reasons may include a
lack of understanding of a new sector by conventional
lenders, inadequate capacity of potential investees or a
lack of specific skills in a workforce. Blended value
investors need to have the right definition of the
problem.

• Non-traditional investments, such as risk-sharing or
smart subsidies (e.g. for training), may be required to
attract capital and prove the viability of an investment
opportunity. Over time, these investments may become
commercially viable.

• The determination of the optimal scale for generating
financial and social returns should be a priority at the
outset of any venture. This will minimize later tensions
between investors and social entrepreneurs who may
have different notions of the venture’s appropriate size
and the time frame for returns.

Workshop participants identified the following barriers
that are limiting the expansion of blended value investing,
all of which can be overcome as the field develops:

• Many blended value investment opportunities currently
“fall between the cracks” because traditional financial
investors are used to considering only commercially
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Executive Summary

viable opportunities, philanthropies largely provide
grants, and public agencies expect to work through
government entities. As a result, a new market needs
to be created that brings together the relevant private,
public and citizens’ groups to consider both financial
and social benefits.

• A new set of measurement and evaluation tools is
required to track and quantify the social value of
projects as well as their financial value. This is
necessary to justify the use of subsidies from public
and philanthropic sources for private sector activities.

• The capital instruments available often do not match
the needs of the investees.

• While social initiatives are often designed to maximize
value in the long term, they generally do not match the
short-term investment perspectives and well-marked
exit opportunities desired by investors. This mismatch
might be resolved with the development of appropriate
investment products and an improved market
infrastructure for blended value investments.

• Some in the field contend that the only common metric
is financial and that therefore the only way to resolve
this dilemma is to “monetize” the value of the social
aspects of the firm. Monetizing social value is often
difficult.

Blended value investing presents a tremendous
opportunity to generate social value. By pursuing financial
returns in addition to social returns, a much larger pool of
investment capital becomes available, greater efficiencies
can be achieved and projects are more likely to continue
without relying on subsidies. The Geneva Workshop on
Private Investment for Social Goals benefited from the
guidance and participation of leaders of important
philanthropic foundations from around the world who are
members of the Forum’s Global Foundation Leaders
Advisory Group. By drawing on people from a number of
different sectors, the workshop began a concerted
dialogue to reduce barriers, share best practices and
identify opportunities for increasing the extent and impact
of blended value investing.
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Private Investment for Social Goals:
Building the Blended Value Capital Market

In recent years, a growing number of institutions have
begun executing investments intended to yield both
financial and social returns1. This “blended value”
investment approach supports innovative ventures across
several sectors, ranging from microfinance to renewable
energy, that share a common goal: to deliver a social
benefit, such as more equitable access to credit or more
sustainable sources of power, via the private sector. 

While this concept is not new – Triodos Bank, Oikocredit
and ShoreBank have been investing for social returns for
more than two decades; Profund, the first microfinance
equity fund, is nearly ten years old; and the International
Finance Corporation (IFC) has pursued development
objectives through the private sector for nearly 50 years –
what is new is that this approach to investment is
attracting increasing amounts of capital. In the United
States US$ 2.3 trillion out of a total market of US$ 17
trillion is invested in funds that have some kind of social
screen. 

Making investments with both financial and social
objectives is even more difficult than investing for pure
financial goals. With this increased activity and the
challenges it poses have come new investing strategies,
efforts to blend public or foundation funding with private
capital, proposals for maximizing impact in addressing
critical social problems, a quest for standardized
performance measures for social and environmental
outcomes, and a growing awareness of the barriers that
inhibit growth in this field. 

All of these subjects were covered at a workshop
sponsored by the World Economic Forum, the IFC and
the Rockefeller Foundation in Geneva, Switzerland in
September 2004. This report presents the outcomes of
that workshop. 

Blended Value Investing – A Primer2

Investors who seek financial and social returns are known
as blended value investors, a term that embraces two
different types of investors: those seeking market rate risk
adjusted returns and those
willing to forego some
financial return in order to
achieve greater social
returns. (Refer to
Appendix A for a
table depicting the
full spectrum of
investment
objectives.) 

Investors seeking
market rate returns
may fall into one of two
classes, one more
passive, the other more
active. The first class of investors
may adopt a “do no harm” position, such as employing a
negative screen (e.g. not investing in tobacco companies)
or using shareholder votes to influence management to
refrain from certain activities. Investors in the second
class may employ active screens, such as only investing
in companies with clean environmental records, or
engaging in shareholder advocacy to improve a
company’s social value creation. (Many investors carry
both types of investments, but for explanatory purposes
we have isolated the two here.)

In the second type of blended value investment, where
the financial return is below the risk adjusted market rate,
the social return is expected to be high. These types of
investments are often called concessionary investments
or programme related investments (with respect to
foundations) and can include community development
investment notes, deposits at community development

“There is the idea
that values are divided

between the financial and the
societal, but this is a fundamentally
wrong way to view how we create

value. Value is whole. The world is not
divided into corporate bad guys and

social heroes.”

Jed Emerson, Senior Fellow,
Generation Foundation, USA

1 In this report, the term “social return” refers to both environmental and social returns.
2 For a more thorough introduction to blended value investing and a market map of actors and resources, visit www.blendedvalue.org



Capital Flows in Blended Value Investment
and Their Value

In delivering social benefits to communities, private
investing for social goals is most effective when it
supports financially sustainable organizations. Achieving
that sustainability often involves working along the chain
of delivery from capital providers (investors and
philanthropists), through financial intermediaries (banks
and other lenders), to the ultimate capital users
(companies delivering goods and services with social
impacts, and communities).

Direction of Capital/Investment Flows

The Value for Capital Providers

1. Corporations 
While some corporations make some form of social
investments solely as part of a corporate social
responsibility programme, most typically seek to find a
value proposition or business case to support such
investments. Common value justifications for investment
include: 
• A desire to develop new business opportunities – new

products and services, new markets, new alliances
and/or new business models;

• A desire or need to protect or enhance reputation, 
brand equity and trust;

• The need to manage or mitigate risk;
• A way of securing or ensuring a license to operate;
• A method of attracting, motivating and retaining talent;

and 
• The creation of a more secure and prosperous

operating environment. 
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banks at below market rates, loan guarantee funds, and
direct loans to non-profits or social enterprises at below
market rates. They may also include direct equity
investments (e.g. venture capital) that provide a
governance role such as seats on the board of directors.

Many organizations that create social value rely upon
donations and grants in order to fulfil their missions.
When appropriate and if properly structured, below
market rate investments can potentially have an equal or
greater social impact and can do more to establish
financially sustainable organizations than pure grant-
making. Unlike grants, capital invested for financial return
– even if it is invested at rates well below those of the
market – can be re-used, multiplying its social impact.
When social investments are structured with market rate
financial returns, they can attract capital from a far larger
pool and are more likely to be replicated by other
enterprises.

Unified Investment Strategy

Jed Emerson, Senior Fellow with the Generation
Foundation and a leader of the blended value
movement, has formed a corollary to blended value
investing called the Unified Investment Strategy, in
which an investor re-tools a financial portfolio to
advance a consistent social agenda. 

In the United States, private charitable foundations are
required to disperse a minimum of 5% of their
endowments annually. Historically, most foundations
have dedicated only that 5% to their social goals and
invested the remaining 95% to maximize financial
return. The Unified Investment Strategy argues that
foundations can create additional social value through
aligning their financial investments with their grant-
making activities.

A recent example involves the Nathan Cummings
Foundation. The Foundation was awarding grants to
non-profits seeking environmental reform in the hog
farming industry while simultaneously holding shares of
stock in the largest hog producer in the world. Rather
than divest its holdings, the Foundation used its
position as a stockholder to engage in discussions
with company mangers regarding how they could
adopt more environmentally sound practices.3

3 More information about the unified investment strategy can be found in A Capital
Idea: Total Foundation Asset Management and The Unified Investment Strategy
by Jed Emerson; see www.blendedvalue.org

Capital Providers Intermediaries Capital Users Communities 

Corporations

Investors:
• Institutional
• Individual

Philanthropists:
• Institutional
• Individual

Public sector

Private:
• Banks
• Asset managers
• Fund managers

Domestic/Community
development finance
institutions

International
development finance
institutions

Companies

Social
entrepreneurs

Social impacts:
• Poverty alleviation
• Improved healthcare
• Quality education
• Access to jobs
• Access to markets
• Sustainable agriculture
• Environmental cleanup 

or preservation
• Economic development



The following case study shows how Starbucks
enhanced its reputation, developed new alliances and
business models, and created a more secure and
prosperous operating environment by addressing the
problems small coffee farmers faced due to a lack of
affordable credit. As is common in blended value
projects, the corporation was more deeply engaged in
this activity than in its typical charitable activities.

2. Institutional Investors
Some private banks and investment companies may
pursue blended value investments in order to fulfil their
social responsibility mission. Others may do so for
competitive reasons, in order to provide new products or
services to clients. Such investments can also serve to
diversify portfolios. Investments can take the form of debt
or equity and may be accompanied by active roles in the
governance of a company (e.g. venture capital
investments).

3. Institutional and Individual Philanthropies
Institutional philanthropists seek to generate as much
social impact as possible, and blended value investing
(often referred to as programme related investing) can
complement traditional grant-making. For institutional

philanthropies, the advantage of blended value
investments is clear. An investment made by donations
and grants has a social impact, but that impact is
multiplied in a blended value investment because money
is returned and can be re-used. The social impact per
dollar is far greater if the initial investment leads to a self-
sustaining enterprise that can continue to generate long-
term social benefits after the original funding is granted. 

The Rockefeller Foundation’s Programme Venture
Experiment, profiled briefly below, is an example of an
institutional philanthropy’s experience in the blended value
market. 

Individual philanthropists share some of the same motives
as their institutional counterparts. They, too, want to re-
use capital and maximize social impact.
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Starbucks Loan Fund for Small Coffee Farmers

Coffee growers commonly receive lump sum annual
payments for their crops. Sometimes growers are
forced to sell their crops early at discounts of 10-
30%, creating a cycle of poverty.

To address this problem, Starbucks has committed
US$ 6 million in funds that provide working capital
loans to farmers. Although the borrowers are not
required to be Starbucks suppliers, the viability of
small coffee farmers is an important element of
Starbucks’ business model. Starbucks has partnered
with three organizations – Conservation International,
EcoLogic Finance and the Calvert Foundation – to
disburse the microloans to the coffee growers. 

“Starbucks had difficulty finding outside capital to
support the lending and thus chose to become the
bank, which is not what we had intended or wanted
to do,” says Sue Mecklenburg, Vice-President,
Business Practices, Corporate Social Responsibility,
Starbucks Coffee Company, USA. “More clearing
houses for such international investment from the US
are needed, because some socially-minded funds
are limited to investment within the US.” 

The Rockefeller Foundation’s Programme
Venture Experiment (ProVenEx)

The Rockefeller Foundation created its ProVenEx fund
with the goal of catalysing private sector investment
into important areas of unmet need that have the
potential to generate both social and financial returns.
ProVenEx invests directly in companies as well as
indirectly through financial intermediaries in sectors
that directly overlap with the Rockefeller Foundation’s
philanthropic goals. 

One of ProVenEx’s investments is in a bio-
pharmaceutical company that is undergoing pivotal
clinical trials for a microbicide that could prevent the
transmission of HIV/AIDS. ProVenEx made its initial
investment in this company in 1999 as an early-stage
investor, when the financial risk was highest, because
the company’s microbicide product was considered to
be among the most promising candidates to meet a
significant unmet public health need. The company
has since been acquired by a publicly-traded
pharmaceutical company and now has potential
access to capital markets to develop its portfolio of
microbicide products.

At times, ProVenEx has to delicately balance
competing social and financial goals, especially when
it attempts to attract private sector capital, expertise
and supply chains into traditionally underserved
sectors and geographies. In order to better respond
to these inherent tensions, ProVenEx’s investment
strategy includes a broad range of tools such as the
use of loan guarantees or standby lines of credit, in
addition to debt and equity investments.
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The Value for Intermediaries

1. Private Intermediaries
Private banks and investment companies may also
pursue blended value investments in order to fulfil their
missions, provide new products or services to clients, or
diversify their portfolios. Investments can take the form of
debt or equity and can be accompanied by active roles in
the governance of a company (e.g. venture capital
investments).

2. Domestic/Community Development Finance 
Institutions

Intermediaries such as ShoreBank and the Calvert Social
Investment Foundation (Calvert Foundation) in the US and
Triodos Bank and Oikocredit in the Netherlands play a
vital role in blended value investing, aggregating capital
from the general public and motivated institutional
investors and deploying financing to promising projects
and community-based organizations. The Calvert
Foundation’s Community Investment Note is the first
electronically traded security issued by a non-profit in the
US. It is sold through conventional brokerage channels
and is thus available to thousands of social investors.
Oikocredit uses capital from more than 500 European
and US faith-based members to make investments in
farming cooperatives, community enterprises and
microfinance institutions in over 60 countries.

3. International Development Finance Institutions
These intermediaries include both multilateral institutions
such as the IFC and the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) as well as
bilateral institutions such as the Netherlands’
Development Finance
Company (FMO) and the
Overseas Private
Investment Company
(OPIC) in the US.
They are owned by
the public sector
and may be
funded from public
budgets or they
might raise most of
their capital from
private and
institutional investors in
the marketplace (e.g. IFC,
EBRD). While a lot of
development finance is pursued

through the public sector, all of the multilateral
development banks have some capacity to work directly
with the private sector, and certain agencies, such as the
IFC and the EBRD, are wholly or largely dedicated to this
approach. 

All of the activities of these institutions aim to deliver
development benefits, such as increasing employment
and income, by providing market-rate financing to the
private sector. In addition, over the last decade, some of
these development finance institutions have experimented
with combining market-rate funding with concessional
(i.e. below market) rate funds in order to achieve specific
social or environmental goals. These initiatives have taken
a variety of forms, ranging from direct investments in
high-risk ventures that otherwise would not have received
sufficient funding, to broader market development
programmes aimed at expanding the use of beneficial
products and services (for an example of such a
programme, please see box on the “IFC’s Hungary
Energy Efficiency Financing Programme” on the following
page).

ShoreBank: Fostering Community Development
around the Globe

ShoreBank, the first and largest community
development bank in the US, began operations in
1973 by lending in targeted communities in Chicago
with the aim of fostering redevelopment and
neighbourhood improvement. ShoreBank offers
customers development deposits in which funds earn
market rate returns while being earmarked for
“development” loans that promote urban renewal;
loans that, for example, renovate neglected rental
buildings or help start and expand neighbourhood
businesses.

In 2003, ShoreBank launched ShoreCap International,
a US$ 25 million fund that will invest in financial
institutions located in developing and transitional
countries that make loans to small businesses. Fund
investors include the Ford Foundation, Calvert Mutual
Fund Bank, the Belgian Investment Company for
Developing Countries and ABN AMRO. ShoreCap has
already invested in India and Bangladesh, and
investments in Kenya and Cambodia are pending.

“Consultants
speak with Powerpoint

presentations, UN workers
speak with long documents that

no one ever reads and social
entrepreneurs speak with stories. The

challenge now is to move beyond these
stories.”

Pamela Hartigan, Managing Director,
Schwab Foundation for Social

Entrepreneurship, Geneva
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The Value for Capital Users/Investees

Blended value investors can either invest in organizations
with an explicit social or environmental business purpose
(e.g. renewable energy company, microfinance bank) or in
companies that have, among their broad array of
products, services or business units, potentially important
applications for social/environmental problems (e.g. a
multinational energy company with a renewable energy
unit or commitment, a pharmaceutical company with a
portfolio that includes drugs against HIV/AIDS). While
investees will generally welcome any source of capital –
especially capital that is willing to accept less than risk-
adjusted rates of return – investees’ ability to leverage
more private sector capital could be significantly
improved if financial investments could be paired with
strategically-targeted smart subsidies, as illustrated in the
IFC’s Hungary Energy Efficiency Financing Programme
described in the accompanying box.

Social entrepreneurs represent an emerging group of
investees creating social and financial returns. They often
ensure social impact by serving as a bridge between the
community and lending institutions. A key challenge for
social entrepreneurs can come after an initial success, as
the enterprise is scaling up and striving to be financially
viable. At this time, different skills may be required to
ensure that strategic initial investments create a
foundation for growth and sustainability.

Getting Blended Value Investing Right

Successful blended value investments share a number of
characteristics. In all cases, the choice of financial
instruments should be tailored to match the specific
circumstances. Indeed, even before making a blended
value investment, it is essential to diagnose the situation
so as to understand why traditional market forces have
not spurred investment and then to think broadly and
creatively about how to address the problem. Two key
elements of this process are discussed below.

Smart Subsidies4

By providing a smart subsidy, a foundation, corporation
or individual investor can often overcome marketplace
barriers and make a social investment project
commercially viable. At the workshop, Adele Simmons,
Senior Adviser to the World Economic Forum and former
President of the MacArthur Foundation, outlined
MacArthur’s role in training Costa Rican farmers to collect

4 A phrase coined by the Development Finance Forum in its publication Capital
Plus, p.49 (www.dfforum.com)

The IFC’s Hungary Energy Efficiency Financing
Programme

Situation: 
In the mid-1990s, Hungary faced a clear need for energy
efficiency improvements in a wide range of sectors, but
funding for these improvements was rarely available.
However, due to rising energy prices, energy efficiency
investments should have been increasing. When the IFC
examined the situation, macroeconomic factors such as
liquidity in the financial system or high interest rates did
not appear to be the cause of the shortage.

The IFC identified three specific barriers:
• Local financial intermediaries had little experience with

the energy efficiency sector and did not understand
lending to small or medium-sized enterprises; 

• Local financial institutions perceived energy efficiency
loans as high risk; 

• Local project developers had weak capacity to
prepare “bankable” energy efficiency proposals.

To break through these barriers:
• The IFC trained local financial intermediaries in energy

efficiency lending and guided local developers through
the process of working with those local lenders.
Instrument: Targeted, limited grants

• The IFC shared the risk with local financial
intermediaries to increase their comfort when lending
for energy efficiency improvements.
Instrument: Partial guarantees

Impacts:
Sustainability: The project created self-sustaining
market expansion that will continue after donor funding
ends, and it avoids less-sustainable approaches such as
interest rate subsidies.
Replicability: The IFC project encouraged non-
participating enterprises to change their behaviour, and
the model has since been transferred to five other
countries.
High Leverage: The programme has catalysed
commercial financing totalling at least 20-times donor
funding (the ratio could be higher if, as expected, most
guarantees are not called). 
Innovation: The IFC’s investment complemented and
catalysed private sector activity using non-grant financing
and targeted grants.
Efficiency: The private sector incorporated the latest
energy-saving technology and management techniques.



Guiding Principles for Blended Value
Partnerships

Structuring a blended value investment requires a creative
alignment of partners and relationships. The appropriate
capital instrument may be a loan, a smart subsidy or a
guarantee that reduces risk, and sometimes funds may
be less important than providing expertise or access to a
network. At the workshop, Gordon Conway, former
President of the Rockefeller Foundation, suggested
certain guiding principles for partnerships targeting
private investment for social goals. Conway’s list was
expanded by other participants during the discussions: 

• Before creating a partnership, one must be very clear
about the nature of the problem and have a good
understanding of who holds the pieces of the solution.

• The sponsors of the effort need to think “outside of the
box” about what options exist and be willing to give up
control to multiple players.
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local plants and set up a system of analysing them. The
project was successful and ultimately became self-
sustaining when Merck made a long-term investment in
order to identify medicinal plants. Other forms of smart
subsidies include providing training in unfamiliar sectors
where market rate investments can be made, and risk
sharing to prove the marketability of new areas of
investment.

Identifying the Right Problem

IFC Manager Louis Boorstin described an investment
made by the IFC in an energy efficiency financing
programme in Hungary (see the case study on page 10).
Through carefully identifying the barriers preventing
market forces from operating and selectively targeting
those issues, the IFC was able to foster selfsustainable 
market expansion that created social value while
providing market rate returns.

Cross-Sector Collaboration

A public-private partnership (PPP) typically has investors,
intermediaries and private enterprises working together
on blended value investments. By combining the political

clout of the public sector, the
commitment of the local

community and the
innovation of the

private sector, PPPs
have been
successful in
achieving positive
social impacts.
The increasing role

of communities as
owners rather than

just beneficiaries has
increased the success of

these types of partnerships.

The case study that follows shows how Hewlett-Packard,
through the formation of a public-private partnership with
USAID and seven microfinance institutions, created a
market for a new product and enhanced its brand name
while also demonstrating corporate social responsibility in
Uganda.

Hewlett-Packard Microfinance Alliance in
Uganda

Hewlett-Packard (HP) has created an alliance
between several microfinance institutions (MFIs) in
order to integrate social goals with the opportunity to
bring new HP products to the developing world. The
MFI consortium evolved over time as HP saw that
MFIs were active in Uganda and recognized a
potential point of entry for sales of its products. The
project involves testing smart cards that provide MFI
clients with bank account information and other
services. The smart card technology is a new product
for HP and broadens the services that MFIs can offer
their clients. 

In the short term, this strategic alliance allows HP to
demonstrate good corporate responsibility and
enhance its brand. In the long term, the project will
help to create new products and services that reach
beyond HP’s current market. The consortium consists
of seven MFIs that would not have worked together
under normal circumstances, and USAID. The HP-led
project will end in 2005, and now the challenge is to
create a financially sustainable business model for the
alliance. Current plans are to create a membership
organization – a fee-based entity that provides a set
of services to its MFI clients.

“Triodos’s approach
is to look at the project

and then find the right financial
instrument, be it debt or equity.
Instruments to address blended

investing start with the clients. Good
bankers match clients with

investors.” 

Peter Blom, Chief Executive
Officer, Triodos Bank,

Netherlands
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• The goal of a partnership should be concrete, such as
providing access to affordable and essential goods
and services.

• Partnerships are governed by self-interest, and each
targeted player must see a payoff. Philanthropy’s job
should be to guide these different interests towards
common goals, to keep all stakeholders working
together for a common good, a higher cause.

• Ultimately, a successful partnership
needs a “seller”, a visionary who
can hold the constituencies
together, provide a convincing
argument in favour of the
alliance and create a strong
vision for a win-win situation
for all involved. Individuals
within an organization champion
and form alliances, not institutions
themselves. 

• The optimal scale for an organization to achieve
financial sustainability may not be optimal for social
impact. For example, a microfinance institution may
initially serve the critically poor, but may achieve cost
efficiencies (reduced transaction costs, lower risks) by
expanding and concentrating services on those higher
on the economic ladder. A gradual movement away
from the original client base begins, and demands for
financial viability may increase. 

Challenges to Blended Value Investing

There is an emerging class of financial instruments
designed to enable private investment for social goals.
Some investments provide competitive market returns;
others seek to generate higher social returns while
providing below market financial returns. These blended
value investment opportunities, while increasing, meet
only a small portion of the total demand for capital. In
order for the blended value capital market to grow,
however, several existing challenges must be addressed. 

Need for a New Market

Currently, blended value investors have no organized way
to identify or evaluate enterprises they might be attracted
to. These pioneers must often make their own market,
networking with other capital providers, social
entrepreneurs and community groups in order to find and

structure appropriate investments. This raises transaction
costs and can also increase risk as there are no common
metrics to assess investments. On the other side of the
transaction, blended value opportunities often “fall
between the cracks” because traditional financial
investors, philanthropies and public agencies aren’t in a
position to consider them. In short, a new market needs
to be created that brings together the relevant parties to
consider both financial and social returns.

Need for New Instruments

A key step in establishing
this new market will be to
develop innovative
capital instruments
that meet the needs
of both investees and
investors. For
example, social
initiatives are typically
designed to maximize
value in the long term,
whereas investors often
have shorter-term time
frames and require the ability
to exit down a well-trod path should
the need arise. Bridging the gap between investors and
social entrepreneurs will require new instruments,
denominated in financial and social terms, that
accommodate the requirements of both parties.

Valuing Investments

Valuing the social component of blended value
investments remains a difficult and imprecise task. As a
result, mainstream capital markets often resort to
standard short-term financial measurements. Assessing
the performance of a blended value investment solely
with financial metrics will result in undervaluation which, in
turn, makes good social investments even harder to pass
along.

Development and Application of Appropriate
Metrics

There are diverse approaches to creating metrics with
which social value can be measured. Some in the field
argue that the only common metric is financial, and that
therefore the only way to resolve this dilemma is to
“monetize” the value of the social aspects of the

Private Investment for Social Goals:
Building the Blended Value Capital Market

“A corporation’s
biggest resource is

not its deep pockets.”

Akhtar Badshah, Senior
Director, Community Affairs,

Microsoft Corporation,
USA

“Reports that
incorporate the financial,

environmental and social have
been stitched together like

Frankenstein’s monster. Given the
different methodologies used for

various initiatives and sectors, these
tools of measurement are not currently

useful.”

John Elkington, Chairman,
SustainAbility, United Kingdom
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investment. This can be done through proxy, i.e. by using
well-researched examples that are similar to the
investment situation to estimate the economic impact of
the social value, or through market payment for social
impact – contracting with the public sector on a pay-for-
performance basis. Given that some social and
environmental outcomes can take decades to appear,
however, establishing a standard measurement
mechanism is a considerable challenge. While some
significant work on measures of social performance has
occurred within specific sectors, sharing this intellectual
capital across sectors is more the exception than the
rule. 

Enabling Environment

In many areas, the public sector can play a more positive
role in furthering the development of blended value
investing. By creating incentive structures, regulations
and guarantees that encourage blended value investing,
the public sector could have a great effect on the ability
and willingness of the private sector to participate in
investments for social good.

As a market for blended value investments grows and
develops, transaction costs will be lowered, perceived
risks will decline and liquidity will improve, all contributing
to an increase in investment capital for social returns.

Blended Value Investing: Next Steps

Dissemination of Good Practices

Blended value deal structures, like those cited here by
Starbucks, the IFC, Rockefeller’s ProVenEx and Hewlett-
Packard, require an open-minded approach, careful and
customized planning and execution, the ability to engage
with varying parties in the public, private and community
sectors, and appropriate monitoring and evaluation of
results. The field would benefit from an analysis of these
and other existing deal structures that could lead to the
dissemination of effective models. Furthermore, much can
be learned from the early financial instruments available
on the market that successfully bridge social,
environmental and financial objectives.

Training

Training for blended value investment practitioners and
social entrepreneurs in structuring transactions would
also further the field, as would exchanges and staff visits
across sectors.

Funding

Participants in the workshop also proposed that a fund
be created to bring together investors, intermediaries and
investees in order to structure blended value investments
that would achieve Millennium Development Goals. If
there is insufficient support at this time for such a fund,
then the efforts of the philanthropic and international
development communities to support blended value
approaches should be substantially expanded.

Conclusion

All companies and all investing practices create not
simply economic value, but social and environmental
value as well. Companies create jobs, pay taxes and can
act as positive forces within society. While recognizing
this, most companies continue to “leave value on the
table” by not intentionally seeking to maximize their full
impact, and many investors do not capture the total
returns to which they are entitled because they do not
explore the full value their capital can create.  

Blended value investors and firms are those that
intentionally seek to maximize the full blended value they
have the potential to generate. To date, the leaders in the
pursuit of blended value include many mainstream firms,
such as Hewlett-Packard and Starbucks, as well as
quasi-public funds such as the IFC or foundations such
as Rockefeller. These and other leaders are the ones
grappling with the present challenge of how to develop
sustainable strategies within this “blended value space”,
how best to track performance of both firms and capital,
and how to most effectively structure mainstream capital
on terms that generate the greatest total value possible. 

The September Workshop on Blended Value Investment
was among the first international forums that brought
together diverse actors to explore their common
challenges and emerging solutions – but it will certainly
not be the last. Today, more and more asset managers
and corporate leaders are working to advance not only a
vision for the creation of greater value, but the practical
tools and techniques to achieve that vision. The initial
efforts described in this document, together with a
growing number of related efforts around the globe, are
helping to create this new arena for business
management, capital asset allocation and total value
creation.
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Purely Social and
Environmental

Purely Financial

Investment
Objective

Maximizes social
return. No
financial return

Social mission with
financial return
expectations. Promotes
specific social or
environmental agenda

Market rate financial
return with some broad
social return. Reflects
investor’s moral and
ethical beliefs

Purely profit-driven

Capital Types
Donations and
grants

Below market capital, or
mix of donations and
market rate capital

Market rate capital Market rate capital

Estimated
Market Size

billionUS$ 225 US$ 16 billion US$ 2.16 trillion US$ 17 trillion

Individual giving
US$ 130 billion

Individuals, faith-based
institutions,commercial
banks, corporations

Individuals

Capital
Sources

Foundations and
donor-advised
funds
US$ 30 billion

Foundations through
programme-related
investments (PRIs)
US$ 200 million

Institutions, corporations

Government
grants
US$ 65 billion

Government loans and
grants

Pension funds and other
retirement accounts

Community development
financial institutions
(CDFIs) US$ 14 billion

Socially screened funds
(negative & positive)
US$ 1.7 trillion

Microfinance and other
double bottom line funds
US$ 2 billion

Shareholder activism
(screened & unscreened)
US$ 448 billion

Investment
Vehicles and
Strategies

Community Reinvestment
Act (CRA) funds US$ 750
million

Other investment
assets under
professional
management

Appendix A

Spectrum of US Investors by Investment Objective

Source: “The Blended Value Map: Tracking the Intersects and Opportunities of Economic, Social and Environmental Value Creation” by
Jed Emerson, p. 28
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